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RE-MAKE / RE-MODEL
An essay by Jessica Palmieri of the Brooklyn Museum

“Looking back all I did was look away”: the lyrics from Roxy Music’s Re-Make/Re-Model, 
the opening track on the band’s debut album, ironically summarizes Charles Lutz’s very 
analytical approach to this exhibition of the same name presented at Hionas Gallery. Using 
the framework of art history, these paintings and sculptures look back yet Lutz does not look 
away; rather he appropriates other artists’ means as his medium.

Part homage, part memorial, Lutz’s work uses the raw material and language of artistic 
practices of the latter half of the 20th century to create various series of paintings and 
sculptures, including Black Boxes, Sex Paintings (A!er Franz Kline) and Color Charts. He 
realizes his works through the appropriation of actual working processes of artists such as 
Andy Warhol, Gerhard Richter, and Franz Kline, to name a few. Lutz uses their work as a 
starting point to deconstruct original intent and to further explore notions of originality 
through the reinterpretation of the readymade, while also questioning these works’ place in 
the history of art as well as his own place within it.

For example, in his Black Box series, Lutz recreates works such as Warhol’s Brillo Soap Pads 
Box, 1964, in Brillo (Black Box), 2011, a monochrome black stainless steel sculpture, and 
builds further on this tradition with his Hot-N-Ready (Black Box), 2011 – a Little Caesar’s 
pizza take-out box – a contemporary symbol of our consumer culture that also hints at a 
hyper-sexualized double entendre, perhaps one that was intended by modern advertising. In 
the Black Box works, an existential struggle plays out before the viewer as the surfaces of these 
slickly painted black-on-black sculptures create a polarity of perception and cause a sense 
of insecurity and impermanence. "e viewer must thus subtly struggle to read his images 
and must decide if these are devoid of or are conversely loaded with emotional intensity and 
meaning. As the printed surfaces of the sculptures shi! in and out of view, these ghost-like 
specters seem to dematerialize into their own black void.





Similarly, Lutz appropriates Kline’s original process of deconstructing projections of 
existing objects for their linear patterning and transcribing them once again in a new 
language. In Klein’s works, the artist created initial studies that to the novice would suggest 
a spontaneous gesture, yet in reality, these studies were deliberate and calculated. Working 
with this process and taking those concepts as a jumping o# point, Lutz here puts images 
of the sexual act - found readily and plentifully on the internet - through computer 
programs in order to distill the vital information of forms that mimic the gesture of Kline’s 
line. Kline’s intent, now synthesized through modern means, is further re$ned by Lutz 
back into a painted object. By re-creating this process in a new fashion, Lutz critiques 
the lack of originality in both his and Klein’s work and the necessity of the use of existing 
artistic vernacular to create a new work of art. Here again, Lutz becomes an interpreter 
of the artistic language, using the raw material provided by Kline to create these new 
“abstractions” that are based on the more accessible, easy to interpret language of sexuality, 
perhaps more suitable to today’s visual culture.

Simultaneously, Lutz’s Color Chart paintings reference works by artists Josef Albers, 
Ellsworth Kelly, and Gerhard Richter. Both Richter and Lutz derived compositions from 
identical sources of paint chip catalogs, though in contrast to Richter’s white, Lutz here 
presents them on pitch-black surfaces. Lutz utilizes Richter’s practice while 
de-contextualizing the works through their coloration on an ultra matte black substrate, 
creating a new dialogue - one that exploits the relationship of color in a $eld of total 
darkness. Lutz’s paintings and sculptures are reminiscent of these other artists’ styles and 
processes quite intentionally and evoke an unsettling yet very satisfying déjà vu experience. 
"ey become their own individual iconic works in their complete immersion in the process 
and through their play of values and context.





By looking back it is o!en assumed that the artist is doomed to continue repeating what 
came before due to the limitations of the medium.  Yet it is by looking directly that Lutz 
avoids this art historical pitfall and reinvigorates old tropes with a new life and a new 
criticism. Lutz presents these art historical idioms without the pretext, distilling partial 
histories of Abstract Expressionism and Pop Art down to varying elements and delivering 
them with a deadpan seriousness as an important acknowledgement of the artist’s inability 
to change the nature of art through traditional processes. Lutz suggests that the new can 
only be achieved by the processing existing materials through new technologies, conceptual 
theories, and philosophies. It is through Lutz’s critique that both the artist and the spectator 
may ultimately be led to acceptance of both the history and the future of art.





BlaCK BoXes



Brillo (BlaCK BoX)
silKsCreen on PoWDer-CoaTeD sTainless sTeel

17 X 17 X 14 in. (43.1 X 43.1 X 35.5 CM.)
eDiTion oF 10

2011



HoT-n-reaDY (BlaCK BoX)
silKsCreen on PoWDer-CoaTeD sTainless sTeel

15 X 15 X 2 in. (38.1 X 38.1 X 5 CM.)
eDiTion oF 10

2011



BUDWeiser (BlaCK BoX)
silKsCreen on PoWDer-CoaTeD sTainless sTeel

12 X 16 X 12 in. (30.4 X 40.6 X 30.4 CM.)
eDiTion oF 10

2011



BallanTine (BlaCK BoX)
silKsCreen on PoWDer-CoaTeD sTainless sTeel

12 X 16 X 12 in. (30.4 X 40.6 X 30.4 CM.)
eDiTion oF 10

2011



PaBsT BlUe riBBon (BlaCK BoX)
silKsCreen on PoWDer-CoaTeD sTainless sTeel

12 X 16 X 12 in. (30.4 X 40.6 X 30.4 CM.)
eDiTion oF 10

2011



ColT 45 (BlaCK BoX)
silKsCreen on PoWDer-CoaTeD sTainless sTeel

12 X 18 X 9 in. (30.4 X 45.7 X 22.8 CM.)
eDiTion oF 10

2011



CoUnTrY ClUB (BlaCK BoX)
silKsCreen on PoWDer-CoaTeD sTainless sTeel

12 X 16 X 12 in. (30.4 X 40.6 X 30.4 CM.)
eDiTion oF 10

2011



HiGH liFe (BlaCK BoX)
silKsCreen on PoWDer-CoaTeD sTainless sTeel

12 X 16 X 12 in. (30.4 X 40.6 X 30.4 CM.)
eDiTion oF 10

2011



olDe enGlisH (BlaCK BoX)
silKsCreen on PoWDer-CoaTeD sTainless sTeel

12 X 16 X 12 in. (30.4 X 40.6 X 30.4 CM.)
eDiTion oF 10

2011



DoMino’s (BlaCK BoX)
silKsCreen on PoWDer-CoaTeD sTainless sTeel

18 X 18 X 2 in. (45.7 X 45.7 X 5 CM.)
eDiTion oF 10

2011









seX PainTinGs
(aFTer FranZ Kline)

&

BallanTine
PainTinGs

opposite page - random pornographic image sourced from the internet shown with a portion of Franz Kline’s 
The Ballantine, oil on canvas. 72 x 72 in. (182.88 x 182.88 cm) 1958 - 1960. 



WHiTe ForMs
enaMel anD aCrYliC on CanVas oVer Panel

32 X 24 in. (81.2 X 60.9 CM.)
2011



CHieF
enaMel anD aCrYliC on CanVas oVer Panel

36 X 48 in. (91.4 X 121.9 CM.)
2011



CoMPosiTion 1
enaMel anD aCrYliC on CanVas oVer Panel

22 in. (55.8 CM.) DiaMeTer
2011



FiGUres 1 - 6
enaMel anD aCrYliC on CanVas oVer Panel

14 X 11 in. (35.5 X 27.9 CM.) eaCH
2011



BallanTine i
enaMel anD aCrYliC on CanVas oVer oVal sHaPeD Panel

48 X 30” in. (121.9 X 76.2 CM.) oVerall
2011



BallanTine ii (ale Man)
enaMel anD aCrYliC on CanVas oVer oVal sHaPeD Panel in 2 ParTs

48 X 30” in. (121.9 X 76.2 CM.) eaCH
2011









Color CHarTs



rGB-123
aCrYliC anD enaMel on CanVas oVer Panel

45 X 60 in. (114.3 X 153.4 CM.)
2012



oor-1
aCrYliC anD enaMel on CanVas oVer Panel

48 X 36 in. (121.9 X 91.4 CM.)
2011





Fr-70
aCrYliC anD enaMel on CanVas oVer Panel

24 X 32 in. (60.9 X 81.2 CM.)
2011



TB-1
aCrYliC anD enaMel on CanVas oVer Panel

22 X 28 in. (55.8 X 71.1 CM.)
2011



Gr-1
aCrYliC anD enaMel on CanVas oVer Panel

28 X 22 in. (71.1 X 55.8 CM.)
2011
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